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Abstract 
 

Title: Acquiring companies riding the merger wave – is it profitable for the 

shareholders? – An event study of the abnormal return and its changeability 

in periods of high and low M&A activity in Sweden 

Authors: Valentina Khatib & Linn Kvarnström 

Supervisor:                   Maria Smolander  

Purpose:  The main objective of this thesis is to study if acquiring companies’ 

shareholders on the Swedish market earn abnormal returns after an M&A 

and further to examine possible differences in the abnormal return 

depending on whether the M&A is announced during a period with high 

level of merger activity or low level of merger activity.  

Method: This thesis uses a quantitative research method and an event study to 

examine abnormal returns. The abnormal return is obtained by calculating 

the difference between the actual return and the normal return. Stock prices 

for the thirty companies in the sample have been collected; fifteen M&As 

from periods characterized by high merger activity and fifteen M&As from 

periods of low merger activity. The event window consists in total of eleven 

days, five days before the announcement day and five days after. Day minus 

six is used as an index. Finally, the results have been tested with t-statistics 

for further analyzing. 

Conclusion: Our findings regarding the Swedish market in this thesis is not consistent 

with most of the previous research. Earlier research claims negative 

abnormal returns for the acquiring companies’ shareholders. In our study we 

have found that the Swedish acquiring companies’ shareholders actually 

earn positive abnormal returns after an M&A. Moreover, the abnormal 

returns are higher for M&As announced during times with high level of 

merger activity on the market compared to the abnormal returns for M&As 

announced when the level activity of merger is low.   

Keywords:  Merger, Acquisition, Event study, Abnormal Returns, Merger wave 

 

 



Sammanfattning 
 

Titel: Acquiring companies riding the merger wave – is it profitable for the 

shareholders? – An event study of the abnormal return and its changeability 

in periods of high and low M&A activity in Sweden 

Författare:                   Valentina Khatib & Linn Kvarnström 

Handledare:                    Maria Smolander 

Syfte:  Syftet med denna uppsats är att undersöka om förvärvande företags 

aktieägare på den svenska marknaden uppnår onormal avkastning efter ett 

företagsförvärv. Studien undersöker även skillnader i onormal avkastning 

till det förvärvande företaget beroende på om förvärvet genomförts under en 

tidsperiod med hög respektive låg aktivitet av företagsförvärv på marknaden.  

Metod: Denna uppsats använder sig av en kvantitativ forskningsmetod samt en 

eventstudie för att undersöka onormal avkastning. Den onormala 

avkastningen erhålles genom att beräkna skillnaden mellan den faktiska 

avkastningen efter ett företagsförvärv med den normala avkastningen om 

förvärvet inte genomförts. Aktiepriset för de trettio företagen i urvalet har 

samlats in, hälften av urvalet är hämtat från en period med hög 

förvärvsaktivitet och resterande från en period med låg förvärvsaktivitet. 

Händelsefönstret består av elva dagar, fem dagar före och fem dagar efter 

tillkännagivandet av företagsförvärvet. Dag minus sex används som index. 

Slutligen har resultatens testats med t-test för vidare analys.  

Slutsats:                    Våra resultat gällande den svenska marknaden är inte samstämmiga med de 

flesta av de presenterade tidigare forskningarna. Enligt mycket tidigare 

forskning erhåller förvärvande företagens aktieägare negativ onormal 

avkastning medan vår studie av svenska företag visar positiv onormal 

avkastning till följd av ett företagsförvärv. Dessutom är den onormala 

avkastningen högre för företagsförvärv som genomförs i perioder med hög 

aktivitet av förvärv på marknaden jämfört med den onormala avkastningen 

för företagsförvärv som genomförs när aktivitetsnivån på förvärv är låg. 

Nyckelord:  Företagsförvärv, Event studie, Onormal avkastning, Företagsförvärvsvåg 
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Definitions 

Abnormal return (AR) – The difference between the normal return and the actual return. 

Announcement day – The official day when the information about the M&A is declared to 

the public 

Announcement return – The obtained actual return for the days surrounding the M&A 

Average abnormal return (AAR) – The individual securities’ aggregated abnormal returns 

for the event period divided by the number of events 

Cumulative abnormal return (CAR) –The difference between the normal return and the 

actual return for one security for all days included in the event window 

Cumulative average abnormal return (CAAR) – The aggregated average abnormal return 

for all companies over the event window, CAAR will be used to define the abnormal returns 

to the acquiring companies’ shareholders 

Event window – The restricted time frame used to estimate abnormal returns 

Deal value – The price the acquiring company is paying for the target company 

Merger wave – A time period of high merger activity on the market 

Normal return –The normal return is the return expected by the shareholders, regardless the 

M&A
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1. Introduction 
 

This section provides the background of the research topic and will describe the problem 

which will outline and define the problem formulation. This part will also include purpose, 

limitations and disposition of the research.  

 

1.1 Background 

 
The economic role of mergers and acquisitions (M&As) is to help firms to maintain or obtain 

competitive advantages and to adjust to economic changes (Weston, Siu & Johnson, 2001). 

 M&As includes several definitions such as; mergers, acquisitions, joint ventures, alliances 

and consolidation. However, this thesis will only use the definitions mergers, M&As and 

acquisitions. These definitions will be used interchangeably without further distinction. 

Drivers of M&As are foremost increased competition, advancement in technology and higher 

requirement on returns. M&As are also reinforced by changes in globalization, market booms, 

industry shocks and deregulations, hence the activity level of M&As may vary over time. 

 

The literature provides various reasons why M&As are initiated (Hillier, 2010). Value 

creation such as synergies and wealth growth are drivers of M&As. Acquiring firms are able 

to undertake other firms to increase the quantity of their positive net present value 

investments (Erel, Jang & Weisbach, 2012). Firms choose to merge in order to expand their 

businesses with the target firm, companies undertake these actions in order to adjust to market 

changes. M&As are considered to be one method to secure smaller and weaker companies’ 

stability (Hillier, 2010).  Positive synergy effects resulted from M&As are highly considered 

by the acquiring company. Synergies arising from acquisitions usually fall into two categories; 

cost reduction and revenue-value enhancement. Hence, M&As can add considerable 

economic value to a business and nonetheless to the shareholders.  

 

Recent studies indicate that even though acquisitions create positive synergies for the 

acquiring company, the economic outcome for the acquiring firm’s shareholders, which is 

examined by the return on equity (ROE) and abnormal return, is not always positive.   
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Different motives for initiating M&As require different benchmarks to evaluate the outcome 

of the M&A (Bruner, 2004). The economic outcome of the M&A is often considered to be of 

high importance when evaluating the profitability of the M&A. Examining ROE in order to 

evaluate the performance of the stocks after an M&A, is essential for the shareholders 

(Watsham & Parramore, 1997). However, only calculating ROE in order to evaluate the 

performance of M&As can be somewhat misleading since the financial effects derived from 

the M&A are not specified in ROE. ROE indicates solely the actual rate on return. Instead, the 

abnormal return can be studied to find out whether the M&A generates a positive or negative 

return to the shareholders (Bruner, 2004). The abnormal return is determined by the actual 

return of the security minus the normal return, regardless the M&A, and indicates whether the 

economic value for the shareholders has increased or decreased after the M&A.   

 

Numerous studies have found that after an announcement of an M&A, the abnormal returns 

for the target company’s shareholders increased positively (Hackbarth & Morellec, 2008; 

Loughran & Vijh, 1997). On the other hand, for the acquiring company, research provides 

evidence that the shareholders receive zero to negative abnormal returns (Hackbarth & 

Morellec, 2008).  Moreover, significantly negative returns are more likely to ensue in long-

term post-merger periods (Loughran & Vijh, 1997; Agrawal, Jaffe & Mandelker, 1992) and 

during periods when merger activity is high (Gugler, Mueller, Weichselbaumer & Yurtoglu, 

2012).  

1.2 Problem definition 
 

The activity levels of M&As vary over time which statistical data has proven. The American 

market has experienced five stages of higher merger activity, so called “merger waves” during 

the last century (Bruner, 2004). Similarities for the waves are that they are likely to occur 

during market booms and economic growth (Gugler et al., 2012). Every wave has its own 

unique characteristics and thus is enclosed by numerous circumstances which make it rather 

difficult to understand why merger waves occur in certain times and also to predict new ones 

(Bruner, 2004).  

The historical activity levels of M&As in the United States prove that during an economic 

boom numbers of M&As noticeably increase (Nakamura, 2004). This is due to better 

economic conditions and market optimism in financial markets. Rhodes-Kropf and 

Viswanathan (2004) and Gugler et al. (2012) assert that merger waves are driven by periods 
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of market overvaluation and that they are determined by increased optimism in financial 

markets. Gugler et al. (2012) provide evidence suggesting that even though the level of 

M&As are higher during economic booms, mergers set off in a merger wave are normally 

followed by lower abnormal returns to acquiring companies’ shareholders comparing to 

mergers announced during periods with lower M&A activity.  

There have not been any studies proving Swedish merger waves. However, the activity level 

of M&As over time in Sweden indicates a wave-like pattern (Institute of Mergers, 

Acquisitions and Alliances, 13-04-02). The years 2002-2004 were characterized by low M&A 

activity whereby the level of M&As was significantly higher during the years 2006-2008. 

Sweden experienced recession during the years 2002-2004, while the years 2006-2008 were 

years with flourishing economy (National Accounts 1993-2008, 13-05-20). Thus, the activity 

level of M&As in Sweden is consistent with the economic situation in the country. Research  

from the American market indicate that the acquiring companies’ shareholders in general earn 

negative abnormal returns after a merger, and that the abnormal returns are even poorer if the 

merger is announced during a period of high merger activity (Gugler et al., 2012; Duchin & 

Schmidt, 2013). On the contrary, Bouwman, Fuller & Nain (2009) claim that acquiring 

companies shareholders are better off after an announcement of an M&A in market booms 

than in economic recessions.  

No previous research has been conducted for the Swedish market regarding how the activity 

level of M&A on the market affect the abnormal return for the acquiring companies’ 

shareholders after a merger announcement. Therefore, this study is conducted to examine 

abnormal returns after an M&A announcement on the Swedish financial market. Furthermore 

to examine if our research and results correspond to previous research in other countries.  

1.3  Problem formulation 
 

How does the actual return differ from the normal return for the acquiring company’s 

shareholders in Sweden after an M&A and are the disparities in the returns affected by the 

activity level of M&As on the market?    
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1.4 Research questions  

 

 Does the acquiring companies’ shareholder earn abnormal returns after an M&A? 

 

 Does the abnormal return differ depending on the activity level of M&As on the 

market at the time when the M&A is announced and what may be the causes? 

1.5 Purpose 
 

The aim of this thesis is to study if the acquiring companies’ shareholders in Sweden earn 

abnormal returns after M&As and to evaluate the changeability of the abnormal returns 

between two time periods characterized by different levels of merger activity.  

1.6 Limitations 

 

The thesis will be restricted to M&As where the acquiring company is listed on the Nasdaq 

OMX Stockholm. During the years 2006-2008 there was a significantly higher activity of 

M&As in Sweden while the years 2002-2004 had lower merger activities (Institute of Mergers, 

Acquisitions and Alliances, 2013-04-02). Thus, these two time periods will be studied and 

compared in this research.  
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1.7 Disposition 
 

The first section of the thesis will be an introductory chapter which 

will include the problem background, problem formulation, the 

purpose of the thesis and the limitation. These are the core sections 

which the thesis is built upon.     

In the second chapter, the methodological approach, sample 

technique is presented and also how the study will be conducted. 

The reliability and the validity will also be discussed.   

 

The third chapter will consist of relevant and accurate theories that 

will provide the study with a theoretical framework in order to 

answer the problem formulation.    

 

Chapter four will present the gathered and computed data in text, 

tables and figures.   

 

In the fifth chapter, the results from the computed data will be 

analyzed by using theories and previous research.    

 

Finally, chapter six will include the conclusion which will deduct 

from empirics, theories and the analysis. Hence, the linkage 

between the above mentioned and the problem formulation will be 

discussed in this section.   

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 

Disposition of the 
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Figure 1 
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2. Method 
 

The aim of this section is to present the scientific approach of the research, the methodology 

and criticism of the used method. 

 

2.1 Methodological approach 

  

Two methodological approaches mainly used when conducting research are quantitative and 

qualitative research (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2012 ). Qualitative research methods are 

characterized by non-numeric data such as images, interviews, focus groups, words and video 

clips while quantitative research is more or less numeric data. Quantitative research is 

normally used to collect data and to analyze it. The aim of this research is to collect historical 

data and to calculate abnormal returns, thus a quantitative research method is more relevant 

than a qualitative research method for this research. Continuously, quantitative research 

approach is highly associated with a deductive standpoint and since this thesis aims to test 

theories by analyzing the determined data the approach is accurate for this study. Further on, 

this research will use statistical techniques to measure and analyze numerical data. Three 

hypothesis tests will be conducted to examine if there is any correlation between the 

announcement of M&As, abnormal returns for the acquiring company’s shareholders and the 

level of merger activity. Statistical data will be collected and analyzed to see whether the 

theories and previous research correspond to the calculated abnormal returns.  

2.2 Research design  
 

Bruner (2004) present four different research approaches to examine the profitability of 

M&As: event studies, accounting studies, surveys of managers and clinical studies. Event 

studies measure market-based returns to shareholders while accounting studies measure 

returns estimated from reported financial statements. Surveys of managers and clinical studies 

are often trying to describe hypotheses rather than testing them. An event study will be 

conducted since the purpose of this thesis is to study the economic outcome to the acquiring 

companies’ shareholders after an M&A.  
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2.3 Event study 
 

An event study is used to measure the fluctuation in a company’s stock price caused by a 

specific event (Bruner, 2004). Event studies examine the abnormal returns to shareholders in 

the period surrounding the event. According to Andrade, Mitchell and Strafford (2001) short-

window event studies are a statistical reliable method used to examine if mergers create or 

destroy value for the acquiring company’s shareholders. The method uses the abnormal return 

for the specific security as an indicator of value creation or destruction. The abnormal return 

is the actual return of the security minus the normal return of the security over the event 

window (MacKinlay, 1997). This research will use an event study to calculate the abnormal 

returns to the acquiring companies’ shareholders for the days surrounding the announcement 

of the M&A in order to examine the economic outcome of the M&A.  

2.4 Sample technique 

 

Due to our restricted time frame, it is impossible to collect all available data for a certain time 

period. Therefore, a sample needs to be collected. When selecting a sample, it has to 

correspond to the population in order to justify the sample and be representative for the entire 

population (Watsham & Parramore,1997). There are several sampling techniques and theses 

are divided into two major groups; probability sampling and non-probability sampling. 

Probability sampling signify that each selected sample have the same chance to participate in 

the sample. Non-probability sampling is more subjective and the researcher can specify a 

range of characteristics that has to be included in the sample. Purposive sampling is a non-

probability sampling method which allows the researcher to choose certain qualities for the 

population from which the sample will be collected. Our study requires certain qualities for 

the selected sample which is why the purposive sampling is an appropriate sampling method 

for the thesis. 

For this research, the database Zephyr will be used to collect information about M&As. The 

database is held by the company Bureau van Dijk and contains information regarding M&As. 

Zephyr contains statistical, historical and informational data of M&As and covers about 1 

million deals (Zephyr Overview, 13-05-17). This research will solely study mergers in which 

the acquiring company is Swedish. The sample will consist of fifteen mergers completed 

during 2006 – 2008 which is a period of high merger activity and fifteen mergers completed 
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during a period of lower merger activity during the years 2002 – 2004. The sample that will 

be collected will, to the greatest extent possible, include equal numbers of M&A from each 

year in the period. Further, only completed deals made with stocks will be chosen in the 

sample. Zephyr will provide this study with the population out of the selected criteria. After 

defining the population, the sample will be collected by listing the M&As from largest to 

smallest deal value for each year and choosing fifteen mergers with the largest deal values 

from each time period. The largest deals will be chosen since it is more likely that the 

acquiring companies are publicly listed and thus have available financial data. This study will 

require each acquiring company’s stock price for the days surrounding the announcement. 

Thus, the companies that do not have accessible stock prices for the required dates will not be 

included in the sample. The list of the M&As from which the sample has been collected is 

attached to Appendix 1.  

2.5 Data collection and processing of data  

 

The data base Zephyr will be used to collect data for the M&As that will be examined. The 

information collected will include name of the involved companies, deal value (value of the 

merger), payment method (cash or stock) and announcement date. Further on, the stock prices 

for each acquiring company will be gathered from Google Finance from six days before to 

five days after the M&A announcement. The day minus six will be used as an index for the 

calculations of the returns for each day. Moreover, the normal return needs to be collected for 

the same days as the stock prices in order to compare the values for each day. This study will 

use OMX SPI as the normal return, which is the average return for all stocks on Nasdaq OMX 

Stockholm. The gathered data will be inserted to excel and processed for further analyzing.  

2.6 Estimation period and event window 
 

 
Estimation period Event window 

 
 

      
  

  
                 

 
    

  
  

 
  

   T0                    T1        0         T2 
Figure 2 

 

The first step of an event study is to define the event window, which is the time period 

whereby the changes in stock prices will be estimated. Usually, the event period is around the 

 Explanation of estimation period and event window 
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announcement date for the M&A and is stated as “0”. Assuming rationality and efficiency in 

capital markets, the stock prices will adjust to new information regarding an event such as a 

merger announcement immediately. Therefore, observing stock prices during a relatively 

short time period can be enough to estimate the events’ economic impact on the shareholders 

returns (MacKinlay, 1997).  Khotari and Warner (1997) imply that results from event studies 

conducted over longer time periods can be misleading since external events can interfere. Ten 

days is considered to be a proper event window to use when estimating abnormal returns 

(Andrade et al., 2001). The second step of the event study is to define the estimation window 

which is the time period whereby the parameters used for calculating the normal return is 

estimated (MacKinlay, 1997).  

2.7 Normal return 
 

The normal return is the return expected by shareholders regardless the impact of the M&A 

(Weston et al., 2001). A number of models, divided into statistical and economic models, can 

be used to calculate the normal return of a given security. Examples of economic models are 

the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) and the Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT) which both 

mainly rely on assumptions concerning investors’ behavior. The statistical models are based 

on statistical assumptions regarding the performance of asset returns. (MacKinlay, 1997).The 

two most common used statistical models are the Constant mean return model and the Market 

model. The Constant mean return model assumes that the mean return of a security is constant 

over time and the Market model assumes a stable linear regression between the security return 

and the market return. The Market model has an important advantage compared to the 

Constant mean return model since it removes part of the returns that is related to variation in 

the market’s return and consequently the variance of the abnormal returns is reduced. i and 

 are parameters of the market model. , beta, measure the correlation between the security 

and the market portfolios returns and, alpha, measures the periods mean return that is not 

explained by the market. (MacKinlay, 1997).   

When accessibility to data or time is limited, a third model, the Market adjusted model can be 

used to estimate the normal return (MacKinlay, 1997).The model is a restriction of the 

Market model since it estimates  = 0 and  = 1 for all firms. This simplified model offers 

acceptable results since the average  over all firms is 1 and  usually is close to zero. Since 
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the parameters are pre-specified, there is no need for an estimation period to estimate the 

normal return parameters (Weston et al., 2001).  

The Market adjusted model will be used in this study and the normal return of the security i 

will be calculated by using the following formula:   

ERit i i * Rmt 

In the formula, ERit is the normal return of the security in the time period t and Rmt is the 

return of the market portfolio in the time period t. Since this study estimates  = 0 and  = 1 

for all firms, the normal return will be equal to the market return. The interest rate that will be 

used as the market portfolio return is OMX SPI which is the average return of all stocks on 

Nasdaq OMX Stockholm. The normal return for each day will be calculated using the formula:  

    
         

     
 

2.8 Actual return 
 

The actual return for each day over the event window is calculated using the formula:  

 

    
         

     
 

2.9 Abnormal return  
 

The abnormal return (AR) for a security is the difference between the security’s normal return, 

regardless the M&A, and the actual return on a certain day. To calculate the abnormal return, 

the security’s normal return is subtracted from the actual return.   

ARitRitERit

ARit is the abnormal return for security i in the time period t. Rit is the actual return and Rmt 

is the normal return (MacKinlay, 1997). 
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2.10 Cumulative abnormal return 
 

The abnormal returns must be aggregated in order to draw overall conclusions from the M&A. 

The cumulative abnormal return (CAR) is the difference between the normal return and the 

actual return for one security for all days included in the event window.  

                 

  

    

 

Where CAR (t1, t2) is the security’s cumulative abnormal return from t1 to t2 (MacKinlay, 

1997). 

2.11 Average abnormal return  

The individual securities’ abnormal returns will be aggregated for the event period and 

divided by the number of events in order to calculate the Average Abnormal Returns (AAR) 

for all securities over the event window (MacKinlay, 1997).  

          

 

   

 

2.12 Cumulative average abnormal return  

The average abnormal returns are cumulated to receive the Cumulative Average Abnormal 

Returns (CAAR) (MacKinlay, 1997). Thus, CAAR indicates the total abnormal return to the 

acquiring company’s shareholders for the entire event period. CAAR will be the main tool 

used for this research study to define the abnormal returns to the acquiring companies’ 

shareholders.  
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2.13 Hypothesis test 

Significance testing intends to provide statements about populations from sample evidence. 

From the sample results, the test will present a “yes” or “no” answer, if the sample supports 

the hypothesis or not (Curwin and Slater, 1996). Hence, the hypothesis will be either accepted 

or rejected. First, a null “H0” hypothesis must be stated in order to evaluate whether the 

statistical evidence support the supposition. The other supposition “H1” describes the 

alternate situation of the hypothesis. Since this thesis examines the abnormal return which can 

be either positive or negative, values above and under the null hypothesis are interesting, 

therefore a two-tailed t-test will be conducted. A 5 % significance level will be chosen which 

means that the achieved results from the hypothesis test are reliable to 95 % (Lind, Marshall 

& Wathen, 2012). After stating two hypotheses and the significant level, the t-value is 

calculated and compared to the critical value for the chosen significance level and a 

supposition can be done. Three hypotheses will be tested in order to answer the research 

questions. The hypothesis tests will provide this research with statistical evidence that will be 

used for analysing the research questions.  The t-test assumes unknown population standard 

deviations. The sample standard deviations are used instead of the each population’s standard 

deviation and will be calculated using the following formula: 

s =  
        

   
 

(Lind et al., 2012) 

Formula for t-test, where n = sample size and µ = 0: 

t = 
    

    
 

(Khotari & Warner, 2004)   
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Hypothesis 1 

Do the acquiring company’s shareholders earn abnormal returns after an M&A?  

H0: The acquiring company’s shareholders do not earn abnormal returns after an M&A 

(CAAR = 0) 

H1: The acquiring company’s shareholders earn abnormal returns after an M&A (CAAR ≠ 0) 

Hypothesis 2 

Do the acquiring company’s shareholders earn abnormal returns after an M&A in periods 

of high merger activity?  

H0: The acquiring company’s shareholders do not earn abnormal returns after an M&A in 

periods of high merger activity (CAAR = 0) 

H1: The acquiring company’s shareholders earn abnormal returns after an M&A in periods of 

high merger activity (CAAR ≠ 0) 

Hypothesis 3 

Do the acquiring company’s shareholders earn abnormal returns after an M&A in periods 

of low merger activity? 

H0: The acquiring company’s shareholders do not earn abnormal returns after an M&A in 

periods of low merger activity (CAAR = 0) 

H1: The acquiring company’s shareholders earn abnormal returns after an M&A in periods of 

low merger activity (CAAR ≠ 0) 

2.14 Method criticism  
 

There are two fundamental problems with event studies (Ogden, Jen & O’Connor, 2003). 

First, there is no certainty that the market has not already impounded the information 

regarding the announcement before the event has taken place. Second, the market is receiving 

new information on a daily basis and it can therefore be hard to isolate the reaction on the 

stock to certain new information. The purposive sampling technique is subjective and can 
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result in a sample that may not be statistical applicable on the population (Saunders et al., 

2012). The aim was to collect the largest M&A deals, however some of the deals missed 

essential financial information, such as stock price, therefore M&As with lower deal values 

had to be included instead.  

2.15 Reliability 

  

Reliability is particularly important for quantitative research to understand the stability of the 

measurement tool (Saunders et al., 2012). Reliability describes to what extent the findings 

found from the data collection and the analysis would be the same if the study is repeated on 

another occasion or replicated by other researchers. Since this research has chosen to use 

purposive sampling technique, the reliability can be affected negatively since the sample may 

not be entirely representative for the population. Thus if this study is repeated, there is a risk 

that the samples will not be comparable, and therefore different results might be obtained. 

However, the collected data is secondary data from a reliable data base and can therefore be 

considered accurate (Bryman, 2008).  

2.16 Validity   

 

Validity measures if obtained results are believable and truthful (Bryman, 2008). Validity also 

measures the ability to integrate the conclusions from the results. Validity indicates if the 

methodological techniques used measure the variation of the chosen variables. In this research 

abnormal returns will be calculated and the validity is applicable since the measurement of the 

concept, the abnormal return, is stable. The method that will be used in this thesis, the event 

study, is commonly used by researchers to examine similar research questions (MacKinlay, 

1997). Well-known and widely tested research methods increase the chance of achieving valid 

results (Bryman & Bell, 2005).  
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3. Theoretical background  
 

This section gives the theoretical framework for M&A activity and its impact on the abnormal 

return which will provide the thesis with academic proof and understanding of the further 

results.  

 

3.1 Theoretical framework 

 

The theories that will be presented will assist this thesis with an academic background and 

will provide a profound knowledge about the subject. In order to understand why M&As are 

initiated and why merger waves occur, it is necessarily to comprehend the macro, industry 

and micro-economic factors. The theories will also shed light on how different motives for 

M&As can affect the economic outcome of the merger. Five relevant theories have been 

chosen to understand the background of the problem and to further, in a deductive way, 

compare and explain our obtained results with theories and previous research. The Efficient 

Market Hypothesis is employed to contemplate the chosen time periods of the event study that 

will be conducted. According to the strong form of the theory, new information on the 

financial market will immediately be reflected in stock prices. Therefore, the ten days 

surrounding the announcement date of the M&A is sufficient to calculate the economic 

outcome from an M&A. Further, the possible presence of abnormal returns indicate that the 

market is not entirely efficient since perfectly efficient markets incorporate all available 

information on the financial markets immediately and thus, no abnormal returns will exist. In 

perfectly efficient markets, the normal and actual return will always be equal. Second theory 

employed is Motivation for Mergers and Acquisitions which provide the thesis with an 

understanding of the underlying motives for M&As. Thirdly, The Merger and Acquisition 

Waves Theory is applied in order to comprehend the origin of merger waves and why they 

occur. The theory will provide this thesis with an overall understanding why the abnormal 

returns to the acquiring company’s shareholders is changeable over time. The theories will 

provide an understanding and support of the collected and computed data and will further be 

used to evaluate if any conclusions can be drawn from the results. Furthermore, The 

Overvaluation Hypothesis describes how the effect of market optimism can increase the 

incentives for M&As and how the optimism can impact on the economic outcome of the 

M&A. Finally, Measurement of M&A profitability is introduced to proclaim different ways of 

measuring the economic outcome of M&As and support why calculating the abnormal return 
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is the most accurate method for this thesis. The following figure will provide an overview 

how the theories will be applied in our thesis.  

 

 

Figure 3 
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3.2 The Efficient Market Hypothesis 
 

The Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) states that prices on capital markets fully reflect 

available information (Fama, 1969). This theory states that security markets are efficient in 

reflecting information about individual stocks and the entire security market. The investors on 

the markets are considered to be rational and thus, value each security for its fundamental 

value which is net present value of future cash flows (Shleifer, 2000). When investors are 

reached by information that may influence the stock, they respond to it immediately by 

bidding up prices if the information is considered as good news and bidding them down if the 

information are bad. The investors’ actions result in the prices incorporating all available 

information on the market quickly and immediately adjusts to new levels that correspond to 

the new net present value of future cash flows. Although in reality, some information may 

affect stock prices more than other. To handle this, researchers have classified information 

into different groups and examined the effects of the information on the market efficiency 

which leads to three different types of EMH. According to this research, different kinds of 

information will lead to different degrees of efficiency on the security markets.  

Weak form: The first form of market efficiency is the weak form, where the information 

known is historical prices (Fama, 1969). Historical price information is the easiest kind of 

information to acquire; it would not be possible to gain extraordinary profits in this particular 

of market since the majority of the investors would have access to and use the same 

information (Ross, Westerfield, Jaffe & Jordan, 2008).   

Semi-strong form: The second form is the semi-strong form of efficiency which indicates 

that the prices reflect information that is available to the public such as published accounting 

statements for the company (Fama, 1969). According to this, an investor cannot use this kind 

of information to gain profit since the information will be known to all investors as soon as 

the information reaches the market and immediately incorporated in the stock price (Shleifer, 

2000).  

Strong form: The strong form of efficiency is accomplished when the stock prices on the 

market reflects all kind of information, both public and private (Ross et al., 2008). The strong 

form states that an investor could not gain extraordinary profits from knowing information 
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held from the public even if there is insider information about the stock, since the information 

will leak out and be incorporated in the price (Shleifer, 2000). 

3.3 Motivation for Mergers and Acquisitions  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From an investment point of view for a corporate, M&As have been acknowledged and 

recognized for a long time (Palepu, Healy, Bernard & Peek., 2007). There are numerous 

explanations why companies consider M&As. One of the reasons why to undergo M&As is 

due to the economic value received when combining two firms. Economic value can be 

created in different ways; economies of scale, improving target management, combining 

complementary resources and capturing tax benefits.  

 

One essential motivation for M&As is increased economies of scale. The benefits of enlarged 

economies of scale are attained when the two firms, that becomes one, are more efficient 

comparing to when the firms are operating separately. Continuously, firms cuts their costs by 

merging, the reductions in costs are due to lower rental costs, sharing research, increased 

development facilities, combined management and better allocation of technological 

information. A further incentive for M&As is to obtain improved target management. This 

means that a firm is likely to be acquired due to its poor management. These firms have 

managers who tend to do unconsidered investment decisions and operating choices. 

 

Drivers for M&As. Source: (Ali- Yrkkö, 2002) 

 

 

Figure 4 
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Additional motivation for M&As is that it creates value by combining complementary 

resources between the two companies. The companies unite their resource assets and become 

more efficient. Firms can acquire numerous tax benefits due to mergers, which is a further 

inducement. One significant benefit is operating tax losses. If a firm is not earning enough 

profit and therefore cannot benefit fully from using operating tax losses, the firm can purchase 

other, smaller firm that earns excessive profit. Another tax benefit is the increased tax shield 

achieved when merging with another company with high leverage.  

3.4 The Merger and Acquisition Waves 

 

M&As are inclined to come in waves. The merger waves are strongly linked with market 

optimism and overvaluation of stocks (Shleifer and Vishny, 2003). When companies are 

overvalued, the merger activity increases and overvalued firms acquire other companies with 

their overvalued stocks. Further on, merger waves can be understood and determined by 

macroeconomic and microeconomic factors (Vernimmen & Quiry, 2005). Two pivotal 

macroeconomic factors that affect merger activity positively are technological and industrial 

development such as; internet development and railways. Due to the industrial and 

technological development, excessive new companies are established and may be dependent 

on external financing. Thus, in order to survive they seek support from other well-established 

firms and as a consequence, the new firms become acquired.  

 

For the purpose of increasing firms’ size and its production, firms must cut their cost per unit  

(Vernimmen & Quiry, 2005). Therefore, from a microeconomic point of view, mergers tend 

to increase in order to reduce their cost per unit. Thus, when combining two companies in 

becoming one, the company will achieve lower cost per unit due to its large and prominent 

size on the market. The company will thus far have more power and can easily negotiate 

lower costs with its suppliers.  

3.5 The Overvaluation Hypothesis 

Optimism is defined as:”whereby one has a positive general outlook towards the future - 

matters for physical and psychological well-being
” 

(Puri & Robinson, 2007, s. 2). Small 

amount of optimism is associated with better decision-making in businesses and the economic 

market (Puri & Robinson, 2007). However, excessive optimism can be harmful to the 

economics’ well-being. Reasonable optimism correlates to better economic decisions while 
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extreme optimism is characterized by irrationality and thus can be damaging for the economy.
 

This phenomenon is related to numerous work and life choices affected by optimism that can 

affect the economy as whole; such as prolonged retirement, increased working hours, 

tendency to save more money and increased investment. Subsequently, these factors influence 

stock returns, stock purchase and M&A activity, both negatively and positively depending if 

the optimism is excessive or moderated. Thus, optimism becomes an important constituent of 

decision-making. The Overvaluation Hypothesis is one of the key theories explaining the high 

activity of M&As during market booms and its impact on the abnormal return for the 

acquiring company’s shareholders. Gugler et al. (2012) argue, according to previous research, 

that M&As tend to be somewhat unprofitable and demolish the assets of the acquiring 

company’s shareholders.  The number of M&A increase as optimism in markets increase, 

moreover, the abnormal return to the acquiring firm’s shareholders is inversely related to 

market optimism during a merger wave. Gugler et al. (2012) find similar results in their own 

research; M&As announced during market optimism are correlated with lower returns to the 

acquiring company’s shareholders comparing to M&As announced in normal times. A strong 

prophecy is that M&As announced during market booms characterized by over optimism are 

rarely considered profitable for the acquiring companies’ shareholders (Gugler et al., 2012). 

3.6 Measurement of M&A profitability 
 

As mentioned earlier, there are many different reasons and incentives for a firm to initiate an 

M&A. Depending on the company’s motive, various benchmarks can be used to measure 

whether a merger turned out as to be a successful investment or not (Bruner, 2004). This 

thesis will use the returns to shareholders as the measure of performance since increasing the 

welfare to shareholders is an essential objective for most firms.   

EMH states that prices will quickly reflect the known information on the market. Three 

classes of measures, similar to the EMH classes, evaluate different tests of profitability of the 

deal in terms of returns to shareholders.   

Weak form Pafter > Pbefore 

Compare if the stock price is higher after the deal than it was before. This test does not 

consider factors unrelated to the deal that could have affected the stock price during the time 

period. 
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Semi-strong form Rfirm with M&A > RBenchmark    

The semi strong test compares the return on the firm’s stock after the deal with an appropriate 

benchmark. Comparing the return with a benchmark like the return on the S&P 500 index that 

indicates the return on the market strengthen the test since factors in the entire economy is 

taken into account. The reason the test is considered semi-strong is because benchmarks are 

not perfect and will therefore measure with a certain level of error. Thus, errors can be 

minimized by using good benchmarks and larger samples. This is the most common test used 

by researches. 

Strong form RFirm with M&A  > RFirm without M&A 

The strong form of test compares if the shareholder are better off after the M&A deal 

comparing to if the deal was not undertaken. The strong form of test is the “gold standard”, 

however this test is not possible to conduct since it is impossible to examine the exact stock 

price regardless the M&A. (Bruner, 2004)  

3.7 Previous research  
 

Due to the increased activity of M&As, the research upon the subject has been growing 

rapidly. During the last decades, the occurrence of periods with higher merger activity, also 

called merger waves, have gained more attention to researchers. The underlying reasons to 

merger waves and how they affect the economic outcome for the acquiring and target 

company have therefore become more frequently observed and studied.  

Duchin and Schmidt (2013) posit that long-term post-merger performance of mergers initiated 

during merger waves are worse off than for deals undertaken outside merger waves. They 

suggest, according to their findings, that acquiring companies’ shareholders earn lower 

positive abnormal returns over the years if the merger is initiated during a merger wave 

Bouwman et al. (2009) assert that announcement returns are significantly better for M&As 

initiated when markets are booming than when markets are depressed. Although, the 

announcement abnormal returns for the acquiring company are negative in both cases. The 

result is reversed in the long run since acquirers buying in high-valuation markets tend to 

underperform relative to acquirers buying in low-valuation market in the two year period 

followed by the acquisition. One explanation suggested by Bouwman et al. (2009) to why 

high-market acquisitions gain a long-term negative return relative to low-market acquirers is 

that firms tend to pay with their overvalued stocks during stock market booms.  
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Moeller, Schlingemann and Stultz (2004) studied how the size of the acquiring company 

affects the economic outcome of the merger for the acquiring company’s shareholders. 

According to their research, the size of the firm has a significant effect on the announcement 

return. The equally-weighted average announcement return for acquiring shareholders are 

1,1%. Although, acquisitions made by small companies gain announcement profits for their 

shareholders but they often make small acquisitions with small dollar profits. Conversely, 

larger companies make large acquisitions resulting in large dollar losses. Thus, the value-

weighted abnormal return for acquiring companies is according to their findings -1,18%. 

Furthermore, a study of abnormal returns during 1973-1998 completed by Andrade et al. 

(2001) implies negative abnormal returns for acquiring companies’ shareholders both for the 

days surrounding the announcement date and for a time period including 20 days before the 

closing day of the M&A.  

The results from previous research is not completely unanimous, although empirical evidence 

demonstrate proof that announcement returns are on average negative to zero for acquiring 

companies and positive for target companies. 

Research Studied time period Abnormal 
announcement 
returns 

Notes  

Moeller, 
Schlingemann and 
Stultz (2004)  

1980 – 2001 -1,18%  

Andrade, Mitchell and 
Strafford (2001) 

1973-1998 -0,70%  

Bouwman, Fuller, Nain 
(2009) 

1979-2002 -1,47% Stock acquisitions only 

Table 1 

 

  

Summary of previous research 
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4. Results 

 

This section presents the empirics including the collected and computed data.  

The results presented below include figures, tables and conducted hypothesis tests divided in 

three parts. First part, presents figure 5 which illustrates the abnormal return for all the 

samples, 30 companies with announced M&As over the event window, consistent of ten days. 

The CAAR is the aggregated average abnormal return for all the companies for the period, 

indicating an average abnormal return for the entire sample. The abnormal return is the 

difference between the actual return and the normal return. Next to the figure, table 3 is 

presented to clarify the CAAR from the figure. The numbers in the table are equivalent to 

figure 5. The table is followed by a hypothesis test examining if the acquiring companies’ 

shareholders earn any abnormal return. Second part, presents figure 6 and demonstrate the 

abnormal return for the acquiring companies’ shareholders for the 15 M&As announced in 

periods of high merger activity in Sweden. The figure is followed by table 5 simplifying the 

CAAR for each day surrounding the announcement date. Further, hypothesis test two is 

conducted to evaluate if the acquiring companies’ shareholders earn abnormal return in 

periods of high merger activity. Third part of the results present figure 7 which illustrates the 

abnormal return for the 15 M&As announced in periods of low merger activity in Sweden. 

Additionally, table 7 is presented to clarify the CAAR in the figure. The table is followed by a 

hypothesis test examining if the acquiring companies’ shareholders earn abnormal return in 

periods of low merger activity.  

 

Figures Abnormal return Hypotheses 
All M&As in the sample  Positive abnormal returns Ho is rejected – acquiring 

companies’ shareholders earn 
abnormal returns 

M&As in periods of high merger 
activity  

Positive abnormal returns Ho is rejected - acquiring 
companies’ shareholders earn 
abnormal returns in periods of 
high merger activity  

M&As in periods of low merger 
activity  

Positive abnormal returns Ho is rejected – acquiring 
companies’ shareholders earn 
abnormal returns in periods of 
low merger activity 

Table 2 

 
Our overall results, the figures, outcome of the abnormal return and the hypotheses 
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The overall finding of our results indicates on the whole positive abnormal return to all the 

M&As in the sample, the first hypothesis is rejected which states that the acquiring companies’ 

shareholders in general earn abnormal returns after an M&A announcement . Further on, the 

results for the periods of high merger activity also point out positive abnormal return. The 

second hypothesis is as well rejected which signifies that the acquiring companies’ 

shareholders earn significantly positive abnormal returns after an M&A announcement in 

periods of high merger activity in Sweden. In addition, the results from periods of low merger 

activity also indicate positive abnormal return. The third hypothesis is as well rejected; the 

acquiring companies’ shareholders earn positive abnormal return in periods of low merger 

activity in Sweden.  However, periods of higher merger activity signifies higher positive 

abnormal returns while periods of lower merger activity are slightly lower. To keep in mind, 

periods of low merger activity are correlated to the economic recession in Sweden during the 

years 2002-2004 whereas the periods of high merger activity correlates with the market boom 

in 2006-2008. Our results will be explained more profoundly throughout this chapter and will 

be further analyzed and compared to theories and previous research.  
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4.1 Abnormal returns for all M&As  
 

Figure 5 indicates overall positive abnormal returns to the acquiring companies’ shareholders 

for the entire sample consistent of 30 companies both in periods of high and low merger 

activity in Sweden. The figures in Table 2 are used to clarify the abnormal return during the 

ten days in the event window.  

 

  

Figure 5 

 

Hypothesis 1 

The purpose of the hypothesis test is to study if there is any statistical evidence proving if 

acquiring companies’ shareholders earn abnormal returns or not.  

Does the acquiring company’s shareholders earn abnormal returns after an M&A?  

H0: The acquiring company’s shareholders do not earn abnormal returns after an M&A 

(CAAR = 0) 

H1: The acquiring company’s shareholders earn abnormal returns after an M&A (CAAR ≠ 0) 

Level of significance 95% 

Degrees of freedom 10 

Critical value ± 2,28 

T-value 3,66 

H0 Reject  

Table 4 
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Day in event window 

CAAR for all M&As included in the 
sample  

CAAR 

CAAR 

-5 0,023% 

-4 0,138% 

-3 0,142% 

-2 -0,515% 

-1 1,312% 

0 2,011% 

1 3,149% 

2 3,423% 

3 2,275% 

4 2,147% 

5 2,455% 

Table 3 

Abnormal returns to 

acquiring companies’ 

shareholders 

 

 Results from hypothesis test for abnormal returns to acquiring companies’ 

shareholders 

 

Abnormal returns to acquiring companies’ shareholders for the 30 companies in the sample 
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The conducted statistical research indicates that for the entire sample, the acquiring 

companies’ shareholders earn abnormal returns after an M&A. The cumulative abnormal 

return reaches the lowest point at day minus two and then augments sharply until day two 

when it once again declines. The CAAR for the entire event window is 2,455 %. The CAAR 

for the day five is the average total return to the shareholders throughout the M&A.  The 

hypothesis test results in a rejection of the null hypothesis which indicates that the abnormal 

returns are not equal to zero. Furthermore, the calculated t-value of 3,66 indicates that the 

abnormal returns for the sample are significantly positive.  

4.2  Abnormal returns for M&As during periods with high merger 

activity 

 

Figure 6 indicates a positive abnormal return to the acquiring companies’ shareholders for the 

15 M&As announced during periods with high merger activity in Sweden. The figures in 

Table 4 are used to clarify the abnormal return during the ten days in the event window.  

 

 

Figure 6 
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-5 0,284% 

-6 -0,085% 

-3 0,518% 

-2 -0,581% 

-1 1,558% 

0 2,297% 

1 2,542% 

2 2,216% 

3 1,739% 

4 3,325% 

5 3,131% 

Table 5 

Abnormal returns to acquiring companies’ shareholders during periods with high merger 

activity 

 

Abnormal returns to acquiring 

companies’ shareholders during 

periods with high merger activity 
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Hypothesis 2 

The purpose of the hypotheses test is to study if there is any statistical evidence proving if the 

two variables time of the announced merger and the abnormal return are affected by each 

other. 

Do the acquiring company’s shareholders earn abnormal returns after an M&A in periods 

of high merger activity? 

H0: The acquiring company’s shareholders do not earn abnormal returns after an M&A in 

periods of high merger activity (CAAR = 0) 

H1: The acquiring company’s shareholders earn abnormal returns after an M&A in periods of 

high merger activity (CAAR ≠ 0) 

Level of significance 95% 

Degrees of freedom 10 

Critical value ± 2,28 

T-value 3,856 

H0 Reject  

Table 6 

 

The statistical data for the sample of mergers announced during periods of high merger 

activity indicates that the acquiring companies’ shareholders earn positive abnormal returns 

after an M&A. As seen in the chart, the CAAR is at its lowest point at day minus two, and 

reaches the highest point at day four. The CAAR for the entire event window is 3,131. The 

hypothesis test result in a rejection of the null hypothesis which means that the CAAR is not 

equal to zero, and thus, indicates that M&As are followed by abnormal returns. Since the t-

value is 3,856, the abnormal returns earned by the acquiring companies’ shareholders are 

significantly positive. 

 

 

 

 

Results from hypothesis test for abnormal returns to acquiring companies’ 

shareholders during periods with high merger activity 
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4.3 Abnormal returns for M&As during periods with low merger 

activity 

 

Figure 7 indicates a positive abnormal return to the acquiring companies’ shareholders for the 

fifteen M&As announced during periods with low merger activity in Sweden. The figures in 

Table 6 are used to clarify the abnormal return during the ten days in the event window.  

 

 

Figure 7 

 

Hypothesis 3 

Do the acquiring company’s shareholders earn abnormal returns after an M&A in periods 

of low merger activity? 

H0: The acquiring company’s shareholders do not earn abnormal returns after an M&A in 

periods of low merger activity (CAAR = 0) 

H1: The acquiring company’s shareholders earn abnormal returns in periods after an M&A of 

low merger activity (CAAR ≠ 0) 
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-5 -0,237% 

-4 0,361% 

-3 -0,234% 
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-1 1,066% 

0 1,725% 

1 3,756% 

2 4,630% 

3 2,810% 

4 0,969% 

5 1,780% 

Table 7 

 Abnormal returns to acquiring companies’ shareholders during periods with low merger   

activity 

 

Abnormal returns to acquiring 

companies’ shareholders during 

periods with low merger activity 
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Level of significance 95% 

Degrees of freedom 10 

Critical value ± 2,28 

T-value 2,899 

H0 Reject  
Table 8 

 

 

The results from the sampled data of mergers undertaken in periods of low merger activity 

indicate positive abnormal return for the acquiring company’s shareholder after an M&A. The 

CAAR reaches its lowest point at day minus two before it increases sharply until day two and 

then falls rapidly. The CAAR for the entire event window is 1,780 %. The hypothesis test 

gives a t-value of 2,899 which implies a rejection of the null hypothesis.  

 

 
 

  

Results from hypothesis test for abnormal returns to acquiring companies’ 

shareholders during periods with high merger activity 
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5. Analysis   
 

In this part the results will be analyzed and compared with theories and previous research. 

The analysis will also include our own interpretations and explanations of the results.  

According to the strong form of market efficiency hypothesis the accessible information on 

the market will be reflected in the stock price and further the reaction of the information will 

be reflected in the abnormal returns (Fama, 1969). The results of the studied companies in our 

research prove of abnormal returns on the Swedish market. However conferring to EMH, if 

the market is perfectly efficient, new information will immediately be incorporated in the 

stock prices and further in the normal returns thus the abnormal return will be equal to zero. 

Hence, the occurrence of abnormal return in Swedish market indicates that the market is not 

entirely efficient.  

 

 

                      Figure 8 

 

The findings of abnormal returns in our research indicate that the Swedish market is not 

entirely efficient, neither in recession nor in market boom. Our research points out elevated 

abnormal returns in periods of high merger activity compared to periods with lower merger 

activity. The Swedish market seems, according to our findings, to be less efficient during 

market booms than during recession. This may be clarified by over optimism derived from 
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market booms causing irrationality when making investment decisions (Puri et al, 2007). 

When the market optimism is high and the investors have high confidence, they undertake 

higher risks and may overvalue new information regarding M&As on the market. The high 

optimism on the market may increase poorly considered decisions and thus increase irrational 

investments.   

 

Figure 9 

Andrade et al. (2001) present evidence that M&As in general tend to be unprofitable for 

acquiring companies’ shareholders since they earn negative abnormal returns for the days 

surrounding the announcement date. However, our study of the Swedish market contrast 

Andrade et al. (2001) by revealing evidence that the acquiring companies’ shareholders earn 

positive abnormal returns. The positive abnormal returns may be explained by shareholders’ 

strong presumption of positive synergies followed by M&As. The expectations of positive 

synergy effects gained by the company may strengthen the incentives to buy the acquiring 

company’s shares on the stock market, creating a positive effect on the stock price and thus 

subsequently, the abnormal return.  

According to previous research highlighted in this thesis, mergers undertaken in periods with 

high level of merger activity results in negative abnormal returns to the acquiring companies’ 

shareholders. Gugler et al. (2012) state that M&As set off in merger waves are normally 

followed by lower abnormal returns to acquiring companies’ shareholders compared to 

mergers initiated during periods of lower merger activity. The levels of merger activity on the 
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market are correlated to the market cycles. When markets are booming, the level of mergers 

increases and on the contrary, during recession the levels of mergers tend to be significantly 

lower. Bowman et al. (2007) states that the abnormal returns are related to the merger activity 

level. Even though the abnormal returns are negative in both cases, acquiring companies’ 

shareholders are better off during market booms than when markets are depressed.  

Previous Research Studied time period Abnormal announcement returns 

Moeller, Schlingemann and Stultz (2004)  1980 – 2001 -1,18% 

Andrade, Mitchell and Strafford (2001) 1973-1998 -0,70% 

Bouwman, Fuller, Nain (2009) 1979-2002 -1,47% 

Our Research Studied time period Abnormal announcement returns 
M&As during high-level activity of mergers 2006-2008 3,13% 

M&As during low-level activity of mergers 
All M&As  

2002-2004 
2002-2008 

1,78% 
2,455% 

Table 9 

 

The findings of our study indicates positive abnormal return to acquiring companies’ 

shareholders during both periods of high level and low level activities of M&As in Sweden. 

However, in line with Bouwman et al. (2007), the abnormal returns in periods with high 

levels of merger activity are considerably more elevated than abnormal returns received 

during periods of lower activity. This substantial contrast can be explained by the 

overvaluation hypothesis, claiming over optimism in booming markets and increasing 

investment inducements which affect the stock prices and further abnormal returns positively. 

Increased levels of M&As are strongly linked with market optimism. Actors on the financial 

market have a more optimistic view and are likely to undertake more risk in market booms 

than during recessions which contributes to increased investment incentives and thus higher 

willingness to take part in M&As (Puri & Robinson, 2007). Market optimism during market 

booms is an important underlying key factor explaining how increased investment incentives 

affect stock prices positively.  The Swedish market experienced a market boom in 2006-2008, 

while 2002-2004 was characterized by recession. In our research, we found positive abnormal 

returns for both tested time periods, although they are higher during the years 2006 – 2008 

than the years 2002-2004. In line with our findings, Bowman et al. (2007) claim that the 

abnormal announcement returns are less negative for acquiring companies’ shareholders when 

markets are booming compared to acquisitions announced when markets are depressed.  

Previous research compared to our results 
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One possible reason why companies merge during economic recessions is because they 

experience economic crisis. Hence, mergers are conducted because the acquiring company 

sees a chance to purchase undervalued and cheap firms to obtain positive synergy effects. 

Even though the Swedish market seems to be more efficient during recession than during 

market booms, the recession also signify positive abnormal returns which indicates an 

inefficient capital market. In economic recession investors are likely to behave irrational and 

undertake non-profitable investments when desperately seeking beneficial opportunities on a 

depressed market which may create abnormal returns. Investors are although less likely to 

undertake risks and are more restricted when considering new investment opportunities during 

recession than during economic booms. Thus, the abnormal returns are positive, yet not as 

high as during the boom years.  

The stock prices of the studied companies have reacted to some extent to the announcement 

information on the financial market although events not related to the M&A may also have 

influenced the changeability of the stock prices. Our interpretation of the outcome is that the 

market is not performing effective since the stock prices are increasing heavily already from 

day minus two. This phenomenon can be reflected by insider information leaking out 

regarding the merger before the announcement day.  

As mentioned above, previous research indicates negative abnormal returns to acquiring 

companies’ shareholders after an M&A, which is in contrary to our findings showing 

considerably positive abnormal returns. This contrast could be reclaimed since most of the 

previous researches have studied considerably longer event window while in this research we 

chose to use a ten days event window. Due to the shorter event window, external events that 

might affect the results are eliminated and thus may consequence in different outcomes. 

Further on, previous studies have had a noticeably larger sample than our research which may 

as well explain the differences in the results. Nevertheless our study was conducted for the 

Swedish market while previous research examined mostly the American market. The 

differences in economic size and market structure can additionally clarify the disparities of 

our study and previous researches. 

One possible reason explaining why our obtained results differ from previous research can be 

that our interpretation of the wave-like pattern in Sweden may not be equivalent to the 

definition of the merger waves used in the American studies. The difference between the 
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periods of high level activity and low level activity in Sweden may not be big enough to be 

comparable with the merger waves on the American market. 

 

Furthermore, we have only studied one period with high level merger activity and one period 

with low level merger activity. These two periods may be characterized by circumstances on 

the market affecting the stock prices more than the announcement of the M&As, and thus the 

abnormal returns in our results is not derived from the M&A but from other events on the 

markets. Even though the studied high level merger activity period in Sweden was 

characterized by market optimism, it is not certain that our chosen companies were 

overvalued at the moment, which is one explanation according to previous research why the 

announcement returns in those periods tend to be negative. Finally, when collecting the 

sample for this research, many large deals had to be excluded from the sample due to 

insufficient financial data. Deals with smaller deal values had to be included in the sample 

which may explain the differing results since small deals may not have the same effect on the 

stock price as larger deals. Further on, previous studies have had a noticeably larger sample 

than our research which may as well explain the differences in the results.  Nevertheless our 

study was conducted for the Swedish market while previous research examined mostly the 

American market. The differences in economic size and market structure can additionally 

clarify the disparities of our study and previous researches. 
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6. Conclusion 
 

The aim of the thesis was to examine if acquiring companies’ shareholders in Swedish-

registered firms on Nasdaq OMX Stockholm received abnormal returns after an M&A. 

Further on, the study intended to examine if there are differences in the abnormal returns 

depending on the activity level of M&As on the market when the merger is announced.  

According to the theories, merger activity is strongly linked with market cycles and thus in 

market booms the levels of merger activities increases significantly whereas in recessions the 

activity decreases. The research included thirty companies, fifteen of them were chosen in 

periods of high merger activity in Sweden which were the years 2006-2008 and in contrary, 

the other fifteen were selected from the years 2002-2004, time periods of low merger activity.  

 

The assorted theories state that after an M&A, the acquiring companies’ shareholders receive 

negative abnormal returns and subsequently, claiming that in periods with high merger 

activity the shareholders receive more negative abnormal return comparing to periods with 

low merger activity. The results of our sample indicated positive abnormal return in the both 

chosen time periods and were significantly ensured with hypothesis testing. However, the 

abnormal returns in low activity periods were considerably lower than in high activity periods. 

The findings were rather intriguing since most of the previous research was not in line with 

our findings of the Swedish market. 

 

To conclude, we can first of all proclaim that an M&A conducted in periods with better 

economic conditions and characterized by increased merger activity results in elevated 

abnormal returns in the short run for the acquiring companies’ shareholders compared to 

mergers announced during periods with economic crisis and hence lower merger activity. 

However, we should keep in mind that the positive results are estimated for the short run and 

nevertheless this study is somewhat restricted since the sample is considered to be rather 

small comparing to previous research where the sample consisted of significantly larger 

sample. Firstly, we can claim that the acquiring companies’ shareholders earn positive 

abnormal returns which have been in contrary according to previous research. Secondly, the 

changeability in abnormal returns between the chosen time periods indicates that abnormal 

returns are reflected by the merger activity and market cycle. Finally, even though the 

reaction of the abnormal return in our research in both periods was positive, periods of high 
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merger activity resulted in significantly higher abnormal returns than during periods with 

lower merger activity. We can proclaim that periods characterized by increased merger 

activity implies a less efficient market due to investors’ excessive optimism and overvaluation 

of information on the market during market booms, while the lowered abnormal returns in the 

low activity period reflect a more efficient market during periods of time when investors on 

the market are more restricted in their investments.    

6.1 Research criticism  

 

Our research intended to study the abnormal return of the acquiring companies’ shareholders 

and its changeability in periods of high and low M&A activity in Sweden. We chose to use an 

event study to evaluate the abnormal return for 30 companies registered on Nasdaq OMX 

Stockholm. Although we tried to achieve as fair and accurate results as possible from the 

empirics, weak points have appeared throughout the research study that should be discussed 

and criticized. We find it highly important to evaluate this research from a critical point of 

view and we are aware of the things that could have been done differently. The research 

criticism is important for interpreting the results and to understand to what extent we can rely 

on the results deducted from the research study.  

First of all, the chosen sample technique is ought to be discussed, our study could have 

achieved higher reliability if the sample had been larger. Larger sample equivalent to the 

samples of previous research would have enabled us to draw more profound conclusions and 

to be able to generalize the results for the population. However, we were aware of the 

difficulties having a larger sample due to limitation in time, we adapted our sample to the time 

frame we had.  

Furthermore, the selected sample resulted in missing data for certain companies since they did 

not have sufficient financial information and thus were eliminated from the study. Our 

sampling technique was purposive and the companies with the highest deal value were chosen, 

however some of those companies lacked financial information such as stock price and could 

not be part of the sample.  

Moreover, selected previous research in our study asserts that the acquiring companies’ 

shareholders earn negative abnormal returns which are in contrast to our results, claiming 

positive abnormal return to the shareholders. Before conducting our study we were rather 
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certain that we would achieve the same results as the previous research. It was difficult to find 

previous research that had different results which would have been interesting for our study.   

Additional criticism, the short event window aims to eliminate the risk of external events 

affecting the stock price, however other occurrences still might have impacted on the price 

that is impossible to eliminate even when using short event window.  In an event study it is 

vital to estimate a proper benchmark, choosing an inaccurate benchmark can consequence in 

significantly deceptive results. However, since this study aims to examine the Swedish market 

we find that our chosen benchmark, OMX SPI, is accurate. This research have used the 

adjusted market model, more accurate results could have been obtained using the market 

model which estimates the parameters alpha and beta for each selected company. Conversely, 

the calculations are time consuming and therefore the market model has not been chosen for 

this research. Finally, the data contain some extreme values which are considered to be 

misleading. Eliminating these values could have resulted in more valid values. 

6.2 Future research 
 

Since this study indicates results that differ from previous research on the American market, it 

could be interesting for future researchers to investigate the Swedish market further. More 

high- and low level activity periods could be studied in order to find more consistent results. It 

would also be interesting to study if there is a difference in abnormal returns for the acquiring 

company’s shareholders depending on the size of the deal, payment method and which branch 

the companies operate in. Our research has only studied the short-term effects, and it would 

be interesting to investigate how the acquiring companies have performed in the long run.  
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Appendix 

Appendix 1 - Table of M&As 

The 30 M&As part of our sample is marked with green. The M&As marked with red did not 

have the required financial information needed for the research and were therefore excluded 

from the sample.  

All deals 2002  
  

Acquiror name 

Acquiror 

country 
code Target name 

Deal value 
th EUR 

TELIA AB SE SONERA OYJ 7 450 000,00 

ASSA ABLOY AB SE BESAM AB 335 910,56 

FASTIGHETS AB TORNET SE AMPLION FASTIGHETER AB 114 570,22 

COLUMNA FASTIGHETER AB SE REALIA AB 60 050,54 

LEDSTIERNAN AB SE SPEED VENTURES NV 17 009,35 

MEDITEAM DENTAL AB SE BIOLIN MEDICAL AB 5 915,59 

KOPPARBERGS BRYGGERI AB SE BANCO BRYGGERI AB 4 917,07 

PROACT IT GROUP AB SE CHRISTIANIA CONSULTING AS 4 781,62 

DIFFCHAMB AB SE EUROCHEM SPA 3 006,26 

TELECA AB SE PRONYX AB 2 364,85 

KUNSKAPSSKOLAN I SVERIGE AB SE MOBILA GYMNASIET AB 2 161,13 

PROVOBIS HOLDING AB SE FEELGOOD SVENSKA AB 1 967,60 

ASPIRO AB SE PICOFUN AB 1 178,25 

VISMA SERVICES AB SE ECONOVA FINANCIAL PROVIDER AB 569,98 

FORUM SQL AB SE ALTCOM AB 334,96 

WM-DATA AB SE WM-DATA ELLIPS AB 195,52 

JEEVES INFORMATION SYSTEMS AB SE REVENY SYSTEM AB 124,58 

    All deals 2003 
  

Acquiror name 

Acquiror 

country 

code Target name 

Deal value 

th EUR 

BOLIDEN AB SE OUTOKUMPU'S MINING AND 
SMELTING OPERATIONS WITHIN ZINC 

AND COPPER 

849 000,00 

WM-DATA AB SE NOVO GROUP OYJ 178 830,00 

OM AB SE HEX OYJ 171 000,00 

LGP TELECOM HOLDING AB SE ALLGON AB 83 093,75 

ADERA AB SE MOGUL AB 67 320,08 

CAPONA AB SE DEBUTANTEN 1154 AB 37 282,76 

SWECO AB SE PI-MANAGEMENT OY 23 500,00 

PYROSEQUENCING AB SE PERSONAL CHEMISTRY AB 20 701,08 

FRONTEC AB SE ACANDO AB 14 614,10 

PROACT IT GROUP AB SE DIMENSION AB 10 041,88 

NEONET AB SE LEXIT FINANCIAL GROUP INC. 8 503,99 
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FRAMFAB AB SE SBI GROUP INC'S LONDON 

OPERATIONS 

7 933,77 

ASPIRO AB SE MELODY INTERACTIVE SOLUTIONS AB 4 630,54 

OPCON AB SE SVENSKA ROTOR MASKINER AB 3 715,19 

    All deals 2004 
  

Acquiror name 

Acquiror 
country 

code Target name 

Deal value 

th EUR 

SCANIA AB SE AINAX AB 815 415,51 

VPC AB SE SUOMEN ARVOPAPERIKESKUS OY 114 307,59 

NORDNET AB SE STOCKNET-ASTON SECURITIES ASA 19 391,93 

CASHGUARD AB SE SQS SECURITY QUBE SYSTEM AB 16 886,87 

ASPIRO AB SE CELLUS NORWAY AS 13 962,65 

SIGMA AB SE RKS AB 11 164,09 

ÅNGPANNEFÖRENINGEN AB SE CTS ENGINEERING OY 6 157,06 

TTS SHIPS EQUIPMENT AB SE LIFTEC PRODUCTS OY 4 000,00 

NOCOM AB SE IAR SYSTEMS AB 2 641,97 

LEDSTIERNAN AB SE INTERPEAK AB 1 532,66 

FRAMFAB AB SE PAREGOS MEDIADESIGN AB 1 032,22 

DAYDREAM SOFTWARE AB SE FUN PLANET 760,34 

SECTRA AB SE MAMEA IMAGING AB 310,61 

    All deals 2006 
  

Acquiror name 

Acquiror 

country 
code Target name 

Deal value 
th EUR 

LUNDIN PETROLEUM AB SE VALKYRIES PETROLEUM 
CORPORATION 

542 581,45 

RNB RETAIL AND BRANDS AB SE JC AB 240 258,68 

FABEGE AB SE FASTIGHETS AB TORNET 70 542,59 

ÅNGPANNEFÖRENINGEN AB SE BENIMA AB 56 202,60 

OMX AB SE EIGNARHALDSFELAGID 

VERDBREFATHING HF 

31 707,14 

ACANDOFRONTEC AB SE RESCO AB 20 423,62 

BTS GROUP AB SE ADVANTAGE PERFORMANCE GROUP 

LLC, THE 

17 921,54 

    All deals 2007 
  

Acquiror name 

Acquiror 

country 
code Target name 

Deal value 
th EUR 

MEDA AB SE MEDPOINTE INC. 587 807,37 

MEDA AB SE RECIP AB 333 574,03 

WISE GROUP AB SE DAGON AB 151 981,70 

D CARNEGIE & CO AB SE MAX MATTHIESSEN HOLDING AB 95 997,07 

OREXO AB SE BIOLIPOX AB 91 828,23 

CYBERCOM GROUP AB SE PLENWARE OY 54 900,00 

XPONCARD GROUP AB SE ALL CARDS SERVICE CENTER AB 19 700,29 
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A-COM AB SE SPITS ASA 18 406,65 

ACADEMEDIA AB SE LJUD & BILDSKOLAN LBS AB 13 797,38 

KONTAKT EAST HOLDING AB SE YPI YELLOW PAGES OOO 13 244,40 

GUIDELINE TECHNOLOGY AB SE MALÅ GEOSCIENCE FÖRVALTNINGS 

AB 

10 633,72 

GEXCO AB SE MOMIN AS 10 159,41 

LAPPLAND GOLDMINERS AB SE NORTHERN LION GOLD OY 6 873,55 

PHONERA AB SE RIX TELECOM AB 5 904,19 

    All deals 2008 
  

Acquiror name 

Acquiror 

country 
code Target name 

Deal value 
th EUR 

PEAB AB SE PEAB INDUSTRI AB 268 612,29 

ACADEMEDIA AB SE ANEW LEARNING AB 89 032,62 

CARL LAMM HOLDING AB SE CARL LAMM AB 63 322,18 

CENTRAL ASIA GOLD AB SE NEW MINING COMPANY LLC 51 647,60 

LINKMED AB SE OLERUP SSP AB 22 781,80 
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Appendix 2 - Table of stock price and market return 2002-2004 
 

  Stock price 

Acquiring company  Ann.date  -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 

ASSA Abloy AB 29/04/2002 131,50 127,50 128,50 122,00 122,50 128,00 129,00 133,00 134,00 129,50 131,50 133,00 

Boliden AB  08/09/2003 22,60 23,50 25,30 26,20 27,50 27,40 29,90 29,50 29,20 28,60 29,10 30,00 

Adera AB  28/02/2003 41,00 41,00 38,00 38,00 37,00 46,00 45,00 47,00 50,00 45,00 45,00 45,00 

Scania Ab  19/11/2004 271,00 274,00 276,00 277,00 278,00 274,00 273,00 271,00 272,00 267,00 269,00 264,50 

Nordnet AB  15/06/2004 6,45 6,45 6,50 6,45 6,40 6,05 6,40 6,30 6,35 6,30 6,35 6,25 

Aspiro AB 14/05/2004 2,47 2,46 2,30 2,31 2,41 2,38 2,50 2,49 2,44 2,39 2,40 2,34 

Sigma AB 06/05/2004 6,20 6,05 6,00 5,95 6,00 5,85 6,00 5,80 5,60 5,50 5,75 5,85 

Pyrosequency AB 07/08/2003 8,30 8,15 8,00 8,00 8,20 8,20 8,40 9,35 9,10 9,10 8,90 9,00 

Jeeves Information  
Systems AB 03/07/2002 11,20 11,00 11,40 11,20 11,00 10,50 10,50 9,15 10,20 9,40 9,50 9,50 

Ångpanneföreningen AB 22/03/2004 31,00 31,00 31,00 31,20 31,00 32,00 31,80 31,50 31,00 32,00 31,90 32,00 

Aspiro AB 14/04/2003 12,00 12,00 12,00 12,00 10,00 10,00 10,00 12,00 12,00 12,00 10,00 10,00 

Opcon AB 24/10/2003 23,50 23,50 24,00 23,50 23,50 23,50 24,10 24,40 24,00 23,50 23,00 22,90 

Nocom AB 22/12/2004 42,50 41,10 41,00 41,10 41,50 42,50 39,00 40,30 40,70 40,10 39,30 40,70 

Sectra AB 16/06/2004 59,50 60,75 60,00 60,00 59,00 60,00 60,50 63,00 63,00 63,00 63,00 63,00 

Aspiro AB 09/08/2002 78,00 78,00 80,00 78,00 78,00 84,00 72,00 78,00 80,00 84,00 72,00 80,00 

  OMX SPI 

    -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 

ASSA Abloy AB 29/04/2002 224,63 215,67 214,68 209,22 207,52 211,61 209,82 210,82 210,96 206,57 205,21 206,58 

Boliden AB  08/09/2003 177,68 181,00 181,91 185,06 185,04 185, 35 185,9 184,45 181,76 182,2 182,84 183,2 

Adera AB  28/02/2003 144,40 143,99 142,91 139,38 138,72 139, 72 141,44 141,76 139,64 138,94 138,39 136,73 

Scania Ab  19/11/2004 224,17 225,82 226,08 225,23 227,84 227,67 225,71 224,36 225,3 225,14 226,84 226,75 

Nordnet AB  15/06/2004 211,60 211,27 210,17 209,91 210,24 207, 97 208,98 209,83 209,16 208,56 208,31 207,47 

Aspiro AB 14/05/2004 207,08 206,70 199,60 203,20 199,79 204,02 202,81 199,85 201,22 204,7 203,69 204,73 

Sigma AB 06/05/2004 212,80 211,30 209,46 210,65 210,19 212,49 207,08 206,7 199,6 203,2 199,79 204,02 

Pyrosequency AB 07/08/2003 170,23 171,81 171,38 171,21 172,07 168,87 168,24 168,94 169,06 171,73 173,89 174,94 

Jeeves Information  
Systems AB 03/07/2002 177,19 176,36 178,89 182,71 183,18 179,82 175,44 177,48 183,18 183,51 182,31 178,65 

Ångpanneföreningen AB 22/03/2004 209,52 207,04 207,78 210,59 206,93 207,21 201,82 204,03 203,17 206,52 206,84 210,21 

Aspiro AB 14/04/2003 144,58 150,01 147,61 147,11 144,51 144,72 144,86 147, 80 147,5 147,9 148,44 150,2 

Opcon AB 24/10/2003 184,55 184,90 185,78 184,53 180,7 182,76 183, 84 186,25 188,29 187,7 188,35 187,64 

Nocom AB 22/12/2004 226,41 225,96 226,66 223,84 225,48 226,47 228,15 228,34 228,33 227,75 227,86 228,41 

Sectra AB 16/06/2004 211,27 210,17 209,91 210,24 207,97 208,98 209,83 209,16 208,56 208,31 207,47 210,72 

Aspiro AB 09/08/2002 160,55 157,67 151,60 153,55 154,31 157,34 157,28 157,92 157,8 155,3 158,43 156,93 
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Appendix 3 - Table of stock price and market return 2006-2008 
 

  Stock price 

Acquiring company  Ann.date  -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 

Lundin Petroleum AB  29/05/2006 88,50 88,00 75,25 88,25 82,00 89,50 95,25 91,50 92,00 95,00 93,50 93,75 

RNB Retail and Brands 
AB  09/05/2006 67,50 66,75 67,00 65,50 65,00 67,50 63,25 66,50 66,50 66,00 66,00 64,75 

Fabege AB  03/02/2006 75,00 76,00 76,00 74,80 75,00 75,50 73,00 74,00 73,00 72,20 72,00 73,80 

Ångpanneföreningen AB  08/05/2006 79,20 82,00 88,00 84,20 82,00 84,50 83,80 79,00 76,00 73,50 72,00 68,00 

Acandofrontec AB 09/01/2006 11,45 11,40 11,30 11,40 11,40 11,45 12,30 13,70 13,70 13,60 13,50 13,45 

BTS Group AB 04/08/2006 41,30 41,60 42,40 44,00 44,30 47,10 50,00 49,30 50,00 51,00 50,00 51,50 

Meda AB 20/07/2007 103,75 103,00 103,00 103,75 102,50 103,50 115,00 114,25 113,00 109,75 109,50 106,00 

Meda AB 25/10/2007 99,50 98,75 94,75 89,25 92,25 89,50 90,00 89,00 90,25 93,50 95,75 96,00 

Wise Group AB 23/02/2007 1,06 1,07 1,08 1,12 1,20 1,28 0,99 0,88 0,82 0,79 0,90 0,90 

Orexo AB  15/10/2007 93,50 92,75 93,00 91,50 92,25 90,75 80,00 79,00 78,00 77,00 77,00 74,25 

Cybercom Group AB 18/12/2007 52,50 52,00 53,50 51,00 50,50 50,25 51,00 53,00 53,00 53,00 55,00 58,00 

PEAB AB  10/11/2008 21,60 23,20 24,60 24,90 21,90 22,40 22,80 22,20 21,70 20,80 20,20 19,50 

Linkmed AB 04/07/2008 28,50 28,00 26,90 25,60 25,80 25,50 30,70 30,00 30,00 29,50 30,00 29,50 

Lappland Goldminers AB 11/04/2007 18,60 18,50 18,60 18,90 19,10 19,40 19,50 19,30 19,40 19,60 19,50 19,40 

Phonera AB 29/10/2007 39,20 38,80 39,60 39,20 36,80 39,60 40,00 41,00 41,00 40,80 40,40 39,60 

  OMX SPI 

    -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 

Lundin Petroleum AB  29/05/2006 306,30 306,99 290,59 306,61 300,93 313,13 314,46 304,42 307,54 311,15 310,27 309,42 

RNB Retail and Brands 
AB  09/05/2006 336,13 339,25 337,80 339,78 342,6 342,53 342,84 341,42 340,72 331,5 324,25 324,73 

Fabege AB  03/02/2006 301,70 306,02 305,99 307,27 309,77 310,04 307,77 309,53 307,51 308,22 311,78 309,59 

Ångpanneföreningen AB  08/05/2006 339,43 336,13 339,25 337,80 339,78 342,6 342,53 342,84 341,42 340,72 331,5 324,25 

Acandofrontec AB 09/01/2006 304,41 302,91 303,11 304,80 306,5 306,47 309,35 307,36 308,98 308,36 306,12 307,26 

BTS Group AB 04/08/2006 306,24 307,47 305,56 301,61 304,56 303,18 305,09 301,5 301,78 304,03 301,45 302,9 

Meda AB 20/07/2007 425,51 426,09 427,24 423,85 421,42 424,37 419,18 421,56 415,76 409,8 396,57 395,41 

Meda AB 25/10/2007 391,95 385,93 380,05 371,26 380,44 376,16 380,86 380,64 382,02 379,74 384,15 379,89 

Wise Group AB 23/02/2007 397,21 395,87 398,36 395,46 394,21 394,28 396,99 400,64 384,89 377,57 375,4 378,38 

Orexo AB  15/10/2007 402,79 401,58 404,10 405,15 407,81 405,53 402,91 390,47 391,95 385,93 380,05 371,26 

Cybercom Group AB 18/12/2007 366,97 367,55 367,07 357,79 357,3 347,15 346,26 345,99 344,55 350,66 349,33 351,84 

PEAB AB  10/11/2008 201,37 210,54 224,17 220,33 206,89 212, 33 214,34 203,79 197,55 197,86 197,8 196,36 

Linkmed AB 04/07/2008 284,75 279,82 278,75 272,92 274,65 274,1 270, 87 274, 56 269,13 273,76 268,58 262,64 

Lappland Goldminers AB 11/04/2007 396,43 399,91 405,88 404,93 404,87 409, 59 407,85 408,55 411,37 415,26 415,66 413,35 

Phonera AB 29/10/2007 380,05 371,26 380,44 376,16 380,86 380,64 382,02 379,74 384,15 379,89 375,28 375,4 
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Appendix 4 – Abnormal returns for M&As announced 2002-2004 

 

Acquiring company  
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 

ASSA Abloy AB 
0,947% 1,243% -2,515% 1,222% 2,519% 1,627% 2,624% 0,685% -1,277% 2,203% 0,473% 

Boliden AB  
2,114% 7,157% 1,826% 4,973% -0,531% 8,827% -0,558% 0,441% -2,297% 1,397% 2,896% 

Adera AB  
0,284% -6,567% 2,470% -2,158% 23,603% -3,405% 4,218% 7,878% -9,499% 0,396% 1,200% 

Scania Ab  
0,371% 0,615% 0,738% -0,798% -1,364% 0,496% -0,134% -0,050% -1,767% -0,006% -1,633% 

Nordnet AB  
0,156% 1,296% -0,646% -0,932% -4,389% 5,299% -1,969% 1,113% -0,501% 0,914% -1,172% 

Aspiro AB 
-0,221% -3,069% -1,369% 6,007% -3,362% 5,635% 1,059% -2,694% -3,779% 0,912% -3,011% 

Sigma AB 
-1,714% 0,044% -1,401% 1,059% -3,594% 5,110% -3,150% -0,013% -3,589% 6,224% -0,378% 

Pyrosequency AB 
-2,735% -1,590% 0,099% 1,998% 1,860% 2,812% 10,893% -2,745% -1,579% -3,456% 0,520% 

Jeeves Information Systems AB 
-1,317% 2,202% -3,890% -2,043% -2,711% 2,436% -14,020% 8,264% -8,023% 1,718% 2,008% 

Ångpanneföreningen AB 
1,184% -0,357% -0,707% 1,097% 3,090% 1,976% -2,038% -1,166% 1,577% -0,467% -1,316% 

Aspiro AB 
-3,756% 1,600% 0,339% -14,899% -0,145% -0,097% 17,970% 0,203% -0,271% -17,032% -1,186% 

Opcon AB 
-0,190% 1,652% -1,410% 2,076% -1,140% 1,962% -0,066% -2,735% -1,770% -2,474% -0,058% 

Nocom AB 
-3,095% -0,553% 1,488% 0,241% 1,971% -8,977% 3,250% 0,997% -1,220% -2,043% 3,321% 

Sectra AB 
2,622% -1,111% -0,157% -0,587% 1,209% 0,427% 4,452% 0,287% 0,120% 0,403% -1,566% 

Aspiro AB 
1,794% 6,414% -3,786% -0,495% 5,729% -14,248% 7,926% 2,640% 6,584% -16,301% 12,058% 

AAR -0,237% 0,598% -0,595% -0,216% 1,516% 0,659% 2,031% 0,874% -1,819% -1,841% 0,810% 

CAAR -0,237% 0,361% -0,234% -0,450% 1,066% 1,725% 3,756% 4,630% 2,810% 0,969% 1,780% 
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Appendix 5 – Abnormal returns for M&As announced 2006-2008 
 

Acquiring company  
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 

ASSA Abloy AB 
0,947% 1,243% -2,515% 1,222% 2,519% 1,627% 2,624% 0,685% -1,277% 2,203% 0,473% 

Boliden AB  
2,114% 7,157% 1,826% 4,973% -0,531% 8,827% -0,558% 0,441% -2,297% 1,397% 2,896% 

Adera AB  
0,284% -6,567% 2,470% -2,158% 23,603% -3,405% 4,218% 7,878% -9,499% 0,396% 1,200% 

Scania Ab  
0,371% 0,615% 0,738% -0,798% -1,364% 0,496% -0,134% -0,050% -1,767% -0,006% -1,633% 

Nordnet AB  
0,156% 1,296% -0,646% -0,932% -4,389% 5,299% -1,969% 1,113% -0,501% 0,914% -1,172% 

Aspiro AB 
-0,221% -3,069% -1,369% 6,007% -3,362% 5,635% 1,059% -2,694% -3,779% 0,912% -3,011% 

Sigma AB 
-1,714% 0,044% -1,401% 1,059% -3,594% 5,110% -3,150% -0,013% -3,589% 6,224% -0,378% 

Pyrosequency AB 
-2,735% -1,590% 0,099% 1,998% 1,860% 2,812% 10,893% -2,745% -1,579% -3,456% 0,520% 

Jeeves Information Systems AB 
-1,317% 2,202% -3,890% -2,043% -2,711% 2,436% -14,020% 8,264% -8,023% 1,718% 2,008% 

Ångpanneföreningen AB 
1,184% -0,357% -0,707% 1,097% 3,090% 1,976% -2,038% -1,166% 1,577% -0,467% -1,316% 

Aspiro AB 
-3,756% 1,600% 0,339% -14,899% -0,145% -0,097% 17,970% 0,203% -0,271% -17,032% -1,186% 

Opcon AB 
-0,190% 1,652% -1,410% 2,076% -1,140% 1,962% -0,066% -2,735% -1,770% -2,474% -0,058% 

Nocom AB 
-3,095% -0,553% 1,488% 0,241% 1,971% -8,977% 3,250% 0,997% -1,220% -2,043% 3,321% 

Sectra AB 
2,622% -1,111% -0,157% -0,587% 1,209% 0,427% 4,452% 0,287% 0,120% 0,403% -1,566% 

Aspiro AB 
1,794% 6,414% -3,786% -0,495% 5,729% -14,248% 7,926% 2,640% 6,584% -16,301% 12,058% 

AAR -0,237% 0,598% -0,595% -0,216% 1,516% 0,659% 2,031% 0,874% -1,819% -1,841% 0,810% 

CAAR -0,237% 0,361% -0,234% -0,450% 1,066% 1,725% 3,756% 4,630% 2,810% 0,969% 1,780% 


